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OCS No: 50354860502
Date: May 5, 1986

PR' ELIMINAR'Y NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE--PNO-I-86-36

1This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety
or.public interest significance. The information is as initially received without
verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is known by the Region I

:. staff on this date.

Facility: Public Service' Electric & Licensee Emergency Classification:
Gas Company Notification of Unusual Event

Hope Creek Generating X Alert
Station Site Area Emergency

(DN 50-354) General Emergency
Not Applicable

. Subject: LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER TO VITAL BUSSES

At 4:00 p.m. on May 2, 1986, Hope Creek lost offsite power. Since 2 out of 4 emergency
' diesel generators were available for service at the time (which started and powered

;

thnir respective vital busses), the licensee declared an alert per their emergency
. classification guidelines. At the time of the event the plant was in Cold Shutdown '-

Condition (Mode 5) and the number of electrical power sources available were in accor-
. dance with plant Technical Specifications. The loss of offsite power was due to a
tachnician error which de-energized the only offsite power supply to the vital busses;
the other source was out of service for planned maintenance. Normal, offsite power was
rastored at 4:05 p.m. and the alert was then terminated. - No adverse effects occurred ,

Jas a result of the event. The Resident Inspector is on site and following the
licensee's actions.

'

The State of New Jersey has been notified.

. CONTACT: Summers Borchardt
488-1115 609-935-5151
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